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Start a new chapter and connect
with your rebel spirit in book week
Libraries are a lifeline
and key to helping set
people free, writes
Sean McNamara

‘The French say
we are like Swiss
Army knives,
multifunctional’
To pursue their dreams, Julia Douglas and her husband
Colin Usher left East Lothian for France and now run
residencies for artists and other creatives in their home in
Lot-et-Garonne. It’s been hard, but worth it, they say

P

eople often ask us why
we moved from East
Lothian to south west
France.
Is it so that you can live as
if you are on holiday for nine
months of the year, because the
climate is so lovely you can eat
dinner al fresco? Is it because
there are fairytale chateaux
dotted in amongst rolling
sunflower fields from whom

you can buy delicious wine
directly for under a fiver?
To be honest, it was for
neither of these reasons, it
was so that my husband and
I, two self-employed first time
buyers, could buy a house that
we actually wanted to live in.
Two and a half years ago
we were renting a threebedroom cottage just outside
Haddington. It was lovely, but

we wanted to invest in our own
home. We soon noticed how
much more you could get for
your money in France than
around Edinburgh and we
were hooked on the idea.
We are both ambitious
creatives. Colin is a
photographer and digital
media expert and I’m an
artist and web designer.
How could we continue to
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build our careers, to meet
and work with likeminded
clients, to guarantee enough
income to pay a mortgage, in a
foreign country with a foreign
language?
Again, it was all about the
house. We needed to find a
building not only for us to live
in, but a property that we could
use to build our dream jobs.
Mine, to run an arts centre,
offering creative residencies,
cultural events, exhibitions
and workshops, and Colin’s, to
be a photographer, filmmaker
and photography teacher. We
would call it Studio Faire.
After narrowing down our
search area, we started looking
in earnest. To be honest we
would never have found ‘the
one’ without the assistance of
estate agent Caroline Hubbard
(Leggett). We wondered what
on earth she was playing at
when she walked us through
the door of a small mansion.
It was stunning, but way over

Co-owners Julia Douglas and
Colin Usher at Studio Faire,
top right; the house in Nérac,
top left; Scottish printmaker
Sarah Gittins was a guest this
summer, above

Somehow we
managed to get it all
working in time to
open our doors to our
first residents in the
spring of 2018

budget. I felt disgruntled
as I walked through huge
room after huge room, past
marble fireplaces and high
skirting boards, through vast
outbuildings to the stunning
‘parkland’ garden. Why would
she show us this ideal property,
which she knew we couldn’t
afford?
She had a plan. We did not
need to purchase all of the
land. We could keep enough
for a lovely big garden, plus a
bit more as an extra buffer and
knock €120,000 off the price.
Our offer was accepted.
It was late summer 2016. You
remember? The summer of
the Brexit referendum. Our
budget was always going to be
tight, but now, as we watched
our sterling deposit weaken
against the euro and received
rejections from four banks to
our mortgage applications, our
dreams began to crumble.
We had come such a long
way down this path, now living
and renting in France, having
found this amazing dream
property just bursting with
potential that we knew we
could afford to buy, we had to
find a solution.
We decided to employ the
assistance of a broker. After
describing our situation to
them they scratched their
heads but agreed to take on the
challenge.
Autumn and winter passed
in silence. We were well into
February when the call came.
It was good news. We had a
mortgage. We finally moved in
on 30 March, 2017.

Our aim in the first year
was to focus on making the
property work both as a home
for us and as a place where all
types of creative practitioner
could come and stay to work on
personal projects.
It was important for us to
have our own private space to
sleep, relax and wash. So, first
things first, we decided to add
an en suite to our bedroom.
There was already a sink in a
small room just off the master
bedroom and all we needed
was the addition of a shower,
as there was already a toilet on
the landing. Should be simple,
right?
One morning, as Colin drank
his coffee in the garden, he
wondered why he could smell
toothpaste. It was only then
that he noticed that the sink in
question was draining straight
out onto the grass. We also
discovered that it only had cold
water and the boiler was miles
away.
Nothing about getting the
plumbing working in this
huge house was simple. Two
toilets, two sinks, one shower
and three water heaters later
(Three? Don’t ask.), somehow
we managed to get it all
working in time to open our
doors to our first residents in
the spring of 2018.
Zoom forward six months
and we have already welcomed
a total of 14 residents. We have
had the absolute pleasure of
meeting an African American
choreographer, an Icelandic
composer, a Palestinian
printmaker, an Irish illustrator,

an English poet and (of course)
a fair few Scottish artists and
designers.
With local history in
abundance, the best weekly
market in the area, a
riverside walk and sprawling
surrounding countryside,
several nice bars and
restaurants to hang out in and
much more, we now know for
certain that our chosen town
of Nérac is an ideal location for
creative folk to fill their boots
with inspiration.
La Cigale, the local artisanal
chocolaterie that inspired the
novel (and later film) Chocolat
by Joanne Harris was what
particularly caught the eye of
Scottish ceramicist, Rebecca
Wilson, whereas for Scottish
printmaker Sarah Gittins,
it was the plum orchards
internationally famed for their
pruneaux d’Agen.
Not everyone is inspired
by food though and it’s been
extremely fascinating to get
to know these people and find
out what gets their individual
creative juices bubbling.
We have not only been
focused on our renovations
and residents though, as we
have also set up a photography
studio in which to fulfil Colin’s
aspirations. Colin specialises in
portraiture and giving over our
largest room (affectionately
nicknamed ‘The Usher Hall’)
to be his studio has been fully
justified through a multitude
of professional headshots for
the likes of French author JeanChristophe Brisard.
Colin has an incredible

talent for drawing out people’s
character in his photographs.
Our dogs like to help the sitter
relax also and can usually be
found lounging around in the
midst of the activity waiting for
an opportunity to grab a bit of
attention.
We have launched a
photography school and
Colin has now taught more
than 20 students. We plan
to start running residential
courses from spring next year
so that we can combine the
residencies with the teaching
to offer an amazingly fulfilling
holiday experience.
While we continue to build
on these initial foundations
of Studio Faire, we’ll carry on
doing whatever we can think
of to make ends meet. Since
emigrating, work to date has
included: graphic design,
web design, teaching English,
gardening, decorating,
copywriting and making films
with a camera drone. The
French say we are like Swiss
Army knives, multifunctional.
Seeing creativity blossom
in and around this fantastic
property, just as we dreamed
it would, has proved to us that
what we have been striving for
is worthwhile and fulfilling. It’s
been far from plain sailing so
far and we know that there will
no doubt be more challenges
ahead... but it’s certainly an
exciting adventure.

●●Studio Faire, 58 Avenue
Georges Clemenceau,
47600 Nérac, France, www.
studiofaire.co.uk

s Book Week
Scotland, that
wonderful
celebration of all things books
and reading begins, libraries
all across Scotland are ready
to play their part and deliver
a range of events. Ever since
Book Week Scotland began,
libraries have worked closely
with Scottish Book Trust
to deliver author talks and
much more and this year is
no different. With the likes of
Denise Mina, Graeme Macrae
Burnet, Lin Anderson and
Chris Brookmyre, alongside
activities such as Bookbug,
film screenings and social
events up and down the
country, this really is an
exciting year.
The theme this year is Rebel
and this couldn’t be a better
fit for us. Libraries truly have
a rebellious spirit at their
core: helping their users to
break new ground and by
standing for a core value of
equality, a value too often
not found in today’s society.
With inequality growing in
the UK faster than many other
countries, libraries rebel
against that trend, providing a
space where all are welcome,
no matter their background
or means.
Libraries provide a gateway
for adults to learn about the
things they might not have
discovered in school. They
provide an opportunity to
access fiction in a safe, nonjudgemental environment
and to access genres they
didn’t know existed. They
change lives in incredible
ways, too: Glasgow Libraries
have taken a ground-breaking
approach to homelessness in
the Mitchell Library, defying
the way that others often treat
the problem, and they won a
prestigious award for their
work.
Authors with a rebellious
streak have long found solace
and inspiration in public

Advocate: Sean McNamara
libraries. As part of our recent
campaign, Irvine Welsh said:
“I grew up in a scheme where
every house and street pretty
much looked the same. As
a kid it was essential to have
your imagination fuelled by a
psychic portal into different
worlds. That was my library
in Muirhouse. That was why
I became a writer and why
camera crews from all over
the world and Hollywood
film stars and executives
descended on my home town
for the premiere of the film of
my book.”
Other authors such as
Caitlin Moran praise the
huge impact they had on

All are welcome,
no matter their
background or means
their education. Education
led by an individual’s own
imagination is a truly
rebellious act.
Libraries have been doing
this for decades. Jimmy Reid,
the famous Clyde trade union
leader, once pointed to Govan
Library as the university
he attended, providing the
educational background
that inspired a rebellion that
changed workers’ rights
in the shipyards. There no
doubt will have been many
others who have influenced
the world in a range of ways,
inspired by local libraries.
School libraries also
provide a supportive and
safe space where pupils
discover reading for pleasure,
supported by skilled school
librarians. In a world where
the internet is seen by many as
a source of true information,

libraries cut through this,
providing information and
digital support to filter out
misinformation, propaganda
and fake news.
In recent times, public
and school libraries have
suffered austerity worse
than many public services.
This has inspired many
library campaigners to rise
up and fight for the value of
libraries through organised
campaigns. In Scotland,
library usage is on the up and
the Scottish Government
recently introduced a national
strategy for school libraries,
the first of its kind in the UK:
a vital document that began
with the voices of rebellious
library campaigners across
the country.
Modern libraries encourage
people to go against the
grain digitally. Funded by the
Scottish Government through
the Scottish Library and
Information Council (SLIC)
we have seen the introduction
of Makerspaces in libraries,
allowing people to create
in a truly innovative way.
Meanwhile, libraries also
provide spaces for groups to
exchange ideas and learn new
skills.
Libraries are evolving
constantly, and Scotland’s
library network is home
to innovation, allowing
individuals of all backgrounds
to learn, read, develop and
find his or her own way to be
a rebel in these challenging
times.
Libraries are an essential
resource and we must ensure
they are part of society for
years to come. This Book
Week Scotland, visit your
local library and attend one
of the many events in the
programme, you’re sure to
find something both inspiring
and rebellious.

●●Sean McNamara is acting
director of CILIP Scotland,
the Chartered Institute of
Library and Information
Professionals in Scotland
●● Book Week Scotland
runs until 25 November,
ww.scottishbooktrust.com/

